
Virtual Gate Guard

Envera is a security company that replaces or
improves residential gate guards with the
patented Envera Kiosk SystemTM, which offers
enhancements to security while decreasing
guard costs.

The Envera Kiosk SystemTM uses the latest 
technology, including high-resolution digital
video cameras and recorders with secure 
Internet connections to offer high quality 
access control to visitors. The system captures
every visitor’s face and license plate

Envera’s technology stores audio and video 
for every visitor entering a community!

Does your guard remember every visitor 
that came through your community’s gate 
this month? Probably not.

Envera’s state-of-the-art Central Station 
communicates with visitors at community 
entrance gates using two-way audio and 
one-way video. Licensed Guards remotely 
greet guests, contact residents and grant or 
deny access as necessary. Each visitor 
is logged using active video and audio 
verifications before being allowed or denied
entry intro a community. Envera’s remote 
Virtual Guards only open the gate if a 
visitor is authorized.

For a free security consultation, 
call us at 1.855.936.8372 or visit our 
website at www.enverasystems.com 
Lic #EF20000787, B2700191

Gate Monitoring Features & benefits LIVE 
GUARD CCTV

15+ Years  Experience Monitoring Gated Communites

24 Hour/365 Days Central Station

Supervised Class D Licensed Guards

Gate Specific Monitoring Software

Resident Web Portal for Registering Guests

Video Capture of License Plates & Visitor Faces

Digital Archiving of Video Surveillance & Visitor Transactions

Gate Damage Recovery Evidence

Reduction in Trespassing and Cut-Through Traffic

“We had problems with 
security guards going to sleep
or waving people through
without checking them…
One of the biggest advantage
we have found with Envera is
the record keeping. We didn’t
have that kind of record 
keeping with security guards. 
I don’t think we would ever 
go back  to traditional guards.
- An Envera Protected 

Community since  2007
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take Control of Entry Gates and decrease Expenses with Envera 
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